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What’s On  

The News This Week   

Discovering Roman Poo Pots 
In a new study published in the Journal of Archaeological Science, 

archaeologists have identified Roman jars that were used as chamber pots. 
 

Researchers from the University of Cambridge analysed a layer of crusty 

material formed on the inside of ceramic pots, found in a Roman villa 

from the 5th century in Sicily. Roger Wilson, a professor in UBC’s 

department of classical, Near Eastern and religious studies said: “Conical 

pots of this type have been recognised quite widely in the Roman Empire, 

and in the absence of other evidence they have often been called storage 

jars. The discovery of many in or near public latrines had led to a 

suggestion that they might have been used as chamber pots, but until now 

proof has been lacking.”                                                                                             A Roman chamber pot 
  

A microscopy study found that the crusty layer contained eggs from 1,500-year-old parasitic worms called 

Whipworms. Whipworms live on the lining of our intestines and lay eggs that become mixed with human faeces. 

These would have been deposited in the chamber pot and eventually entombed in concretions created by the 

minerals found in urine and faeces to the inner surface  
 

This technique provides a crucial tool enabling researchers to identify pots which had the special purpose of 

being a chamber pot, distinguishing them from those used as storage jars for food or other materials (although 

occasional alternative uses of such vessels have been documented). Researchers from the University of 

Cambridge said: “This is the first time that parasite eggs have been identified from concretions inside a Roman 

ceramic vessel and confirms the Gerace pot must have been used to contain human faeces.” 
 

Although the measurements of the Gerace chamber pot 

(31.8 cm high with a diameter of 34cm at the rim) indicate 

it could have been used for sitting on, it was more than 

likely used in conjunction with a wickerwork or timber 

chair under which the chamber pot was set. 
  

Roman toilets were surprisinly modern and sophisticated 
 

Piers Mitchell, the parasites expert who led the study in the 

laboratory, says: “This pot came from the baths complex of 

a Roman villa. It seems likely that those visiting the baths 

would have used this chamber pot when they wanted to go to the toilet, as the baths lacked a built latrine of its 

own. Clearly, convenience was important to them.”  
 

The 4 Storey Rogue Wave  
A four-storey-tall rogue wave that briefly reared up in the Pacific Ocean off the coast of Canada in 2020 
was the "most extreme" version of the freaky phenomenon ever recorded, scientists now say.  

Rogue waves, also known as freak or killer waves, are massive waves that appear in the open ocean 
seemingly from nowhere. The rogue wave was detected on Nov. 17, 2020, around 7 kilometers off the 
coast of Ucluelet on Vancouver Island in British Columbia, by an oceanic buoy belonging to Canadian-
based research company MarineLabs. 



Now, in a new study published online in the 
journal Scientific Reports, scientists have revealed that the 
Ucluelet wave was around 17.6 meters tall, making it 
around three times higher than surrounding waves. 
Rogue waves this much larger than surrounding swells 
are a "once in a millennium" occurrence, the 
researchers said in a statement. "Proportionally, the 
Ucluelet wave is likely the most extreme rogue wave ever 
recorded," lead author Johannes Gemmrich, an 
oceanographer at the University of Victoria in British 
Columbia, said in the statement.  
 

Rogue waves are highly unpredictable  
 

Rogue waves are enormous "walls of water" that form and dissipate in the open ocean, according to 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (NOAA). They are different from tsunamis, which are 
caused by displaced water from underwater earthquakes, landslides or volcanic eruptions and do not 
become massive until they near the coast. A simulation of the rogue wave based off movement from a monitoring buoy 

 

A rogue wave is scientifically defined as being at 
least twice as high as the surrounding sea state - 
the average height of the waves for a given area at 
a given time. Researchers think that rogue waves 
are formed when smaller waves merge into larger 
ones, either due to high surface winds or changes 
in ocean currents caused by storms, according to 
NOAA. However, the exact mechanisms behind the 
freakish crests are still something of a mystery, 
according to the statement. 
 

The anatomy of a rogue wave 
 

The Ucluelet wave formed in a sea state of around 
6 meters, making it just under three times as large 

as neighboring swells, which is the most extreme size difference ever observed. "Only a few rogue waves 
in high sea states have been observed directly, and nothing of this magnitude. The probability of such an 
event occurring is once in 1,300 years," Gemmrich said. 
 

The first official rogue wave was detected in Norway in 
1995 and is known as the Draupner wave. Scientists had 
previously suspected that rogue waves existed; and 
stories of sailors being caught out or even killed by 
freakishly massive waves have long filled maritime 
folklore, but until that 1995 report, scientists had never 
observed them. Since then, scientists have studied only a 
handful of rogue waves, but they estimate that one forms 
every two days somewhere in the world's oceans, 
researchers wrote in the paper.  
                                                                                                                                             Printout of the Draupner wave from 1st January 1995 
 

The Ucluelet wave is not the largest rogue wave that has ever been discovered. The Draupner wave, for 
example, measured a much more considerable 25.6 m high. However, the sea state during the Draupner 
wave was around 12 m, making the rogue wave just over twice as tall (not three times) as surrounding 
crests.   

https://go.redirectingat.com/?id=92X1590019&xcust=livescience_id_7299989233251974000&xs=1&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nature.com%2Farticles%2Fs41598-022-05671-4&sref=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.livescience.com%2Fmost-extreme-rogue-wave-ever-recorded
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/record-breaking-rogue-wave-recorded-off-the-coast-of-vancouver-island-830202783.html
https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/roguewaves.html
https://www.livescience.com/21486-earthquakes-causes.html
https://www.livescience.com/27295-volcanoes.html


 

Rogue waves like the Ucuelet wave normally go 
completely unnoticed. However, if a ship or oil rig were 
to be caught in one of these freakishly large crests, the 
result could be disastrous. "The unpredictability of rogue 
waves, and the sheer power of these 'walls of water' can 
make them incredibly dangerous to marine operations 
and the public," Scott Beatty, the CEO of MarineLabs, said 
in the statement. 
 

A 56 foot rogue wave was detected off Vancouver Island in 2020 
 

But researchers hope that networks of monitoring buoys, 
such as the 26 MarineLabs buoys strategically positioned along North American coastlines, could reveal 
more about these oceanic anomalies. "The potential of predicting rogue waves remains an open question, 
but our data is helping to better understand when, where and how rogue waves form, and the risks that 
they pose," Beatty said in the statement. 
  

Climate change could affect the intensity and frequency of rogue waves, according to past research. A study 
published in the journal Science Advances in June 2020 revealed that extreme wave conditions have 
already increased by between 5% and 15% due to stronger winds and currents caused by rising ocean 
temperatures.  
 

Solo News 

Bledug Kuwu 
There is a potholed back-road from Sragen leading to 

Purwodadi. It passes over the majestic Bengawan Solo 

river on a narrow rickety bridge, and then wends its way 

through a low mountrain range, passing small Javanese 

villages, teak forests and plantations of corn. When you 

get to the other side of the hills, that land flattens out 

into a wide plain with predominantly rice padi fields. A 

few kilometeres on, the road turn sharply to the left, and 

looking west is an astonishing sight. Big clouds of 

steam rising from the middle of a deserted paddock. 
 

                                                                                                                                                 

Dutch visting Bledug Kuwu in 1932  
 

Bledug Kuwu is a mud volcano. It is not unique in 

Indonesia - there are others at Dieng plateau and of 

course the infamous massive Lapindo one at near 

Surabaya. But this little one has been going for 

years. The volcano erupts every 2 or 3 minutes to a 

height of 2 metres, bring up mud rich in salt. This 

is extracted and sold by the locals. 
 

Salt extracted from the  mud volcano 
 

Legend has it that there was once a king called 

Dewata Cengkar. He was not very popular, as he 

like eating human flesh for dinner. One day a 

fellow by the name of Raden Ajisaka came along, 

and challenged the king to a duel. Raden Adisaka won, and turned the king into a white crocodile, and banished 

https://www.livescience.com/climate-change.html
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.aaz7295
https://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aji_Saka


him to the Southern Ocean. The Raden Adisaka became the 

popular new king, having more conventional dietary habits. 
 

Some time later, a dragon named Joko Linglung came 

along, claiming to be Raden Adisana’s son. However the 

new king denied the young dragon, saying to Joko 

Linglung he would accept him as his heir only if he went 

down to the Southern Ocean and defeated the old king 

Dewata Cengkar again. So off went the hopeful young 

dragon to the Southern Ocean. 
Bledug Kuwu erupts every 2 or 3 minutes 

 

When he got there Joko Linglung found the crusty old 

white crocodile, and duly defeated him. And so, wanting to 

get back quickly to his father, and made a tunnel from the Southern Ocean coming up at Kuwu. The people of 

Kuwu believe that their mud volcano is connected to the Southern Ocean by Joko Linglung’s ancient 

subterrainian passage. 
 

Rewards For Getting This Far 
 

 



 
 

Quote: Walls don’t work. … Instead of building walls to create security, we need to build 

bridges.- American author abd retired admiral James Stavridis (1955- ) 
 

Thought for the week: Of course I talk to myself. Sometimes I need export advice.  
 

Contact:  Michael or Wouter                                                                        
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